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The Electronic Aggregate Plant Book shall be backed up daily by a method acceptable to the Agency Representative. A certified aggregate plant technician will complete all documentation.

The Agency Representative shall be provided unlimited access to the Electronic Aggregate Program files and the ability to download these files at their discretion.

The Electronic Aggregate Plant Book requires Excel version 2007 or newer. Modifications to the calculations, formats, or structure are prohibited by the Agency.

NEW for 2020: PennDOT is now requiring eCAMMS entries for aggregate shipments. You will have to send to the eCAMMS helpdesk for a user name and permissions. Then you will use the top tabs to click on "ESB", select "Plant Summary Shipment" from the dropdown menu, enter Supplier Code and follow the prompts. Instructions can also be found under the "TOOLS" tab. Select "About" and there are user's guides and help manuals contained there.

New 2021: The "generic" gradation page, suitable for any gradation has been enhanced. All sieves are averaged and plotted for the year, although not all sieves have action areas. It can be used for any "specialized" grading that is produced. Be certain to fill in all fields in the heading area, particularly the "pounds/grams" button that applies. Use the drop down for "Agg Size" and scroll all the way to the bottom to the "blank" selection for a gradation not listed.

Look at the bottom page tabs for the new split gradation generic page, graphs and averaging.